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After commodities’ strong rally since the beginning
of the year, is it still worth jumping in?
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right now. We are considering a direct play in the commodity via the
U.S. Oil ETF (USO-NYSE/Arca,
US$9.90), which we have traded
before quite successfully. USO is
amongst the largest and most liquid ETFs in the world.
We expect that energy stocks
will shrug off a little momentum
in the coming weeks, and would
use that as an entry point to increase our exposure.
The gold chart also shows us
that its big picture looks positive –
given the positive break in trend
earlier this year. So too does the
silver chart. In the short term,
however, gold, and silver may be
due for a temporary pullback.
Not only are they more than
10 per cent over their 200-day
moving averages (a condition that
I have noted to be indicative of an
overbought market), but the seasonal period for a bit of weakness
in these metals is approaching.
Like energy, it’s best to buy
gold in late July or early August
according to Thackray’s Investor’s
Guide. Silver is often best bought
in September for an upside play
into late winter.
Adding to the overbought momentum on the precious metals,
and the seasonality tendencies, is
the discrepancy between “smart
money” (commercial hedgers and
large position traders) and “dumb
money” (small speculators and retail). Statistical genius Jason
Goepfert offers crowd behaviour
research via his website,
www.sentimentrader.com.
Mr. Goepfert’s research shows
a level of enthusiasm among retail
investors towards the precious

metals that has not been seen for
23 years. Data going back to 1993,
including the 2011 highs on gold,
shows no comparative for the
rampant speculation by small investors in gold lately.
That’s a bit disconcerting. Silver too has had a strong movement lately on the back of retail
(“dumb money”).
Ordinary investors are all
over ETFs and stocks that play
off of these two metals. Meanwhile, commercial hedgers (or
the “smart money”) are selling
out of these metals – at least at
this moment.
Don’t get me wrong—the
charts for both gold and silver look
fantastic. But the momentum oscillators are getting overbought,
and retail investors are getting excited about these metals.
When “smart money” is selling, and “dumb money” is buying,
it can often lead to an ugly ending.
Similar trends in the flow of
money by these two groups (smart
versus dumb fund flow) occurred
before the oil bubble in 2007 and
tech stock bubble in 2000. For
those of us who were trading during either of those times, you may
recall that it went REALLY well for
quite a while on both of those sectors, and there was plenty of
money to be made! But then…the
music stopped.

Keith on BNN
Thus, my long-term approach
on gold and silver is playing the
trend while there’s money to be
made, and then leaving the game
before that music stops.
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The correction that the smart
money is predicting may take a
while to happen, so we might as
well enjoy the ride while the music continues to play.
I’ll be on BNN’s MarketCall on
Wednesday, Aug. 24 at 1 p.m.
Phone in with your questions on
technical analysis on your
favourite stocks during the show.
Call toll-free at 1-855-326-6266.
Or email your questions ahead of
time (specify they are for Keith) to
marketcall@bnn.ca.
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